Study of electronic properties of perovskite materials and their interfaces
with extracting layers in lateral heterojunction configuration
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Starting modestly at 3.8% [1] more than 10 years ago, perovskite solar cells boost the efficiencies that
now approaches 25% [2], which clearly indicates that the progress in performance is occurring much
faster than our actual comprehension of this material system. Especially, insight into the role that
selective contacts and interfaces play under operation in the presence of mobile defects in the perovskite
absorber are lacking. Hence, there is an urging need to improve our understanding of the working
principle of perovskite solar cells, as insufficient fundamental knowledge of the device operation is a
limiting factor in the future to further improve the performance.
It has been well documented in previous reports that optoelectronic properties of perovskites can be
altered by the substrate (or selective contact) underneath [3][4][5], however so far, we do not dispose of
any conclusive picture explaining this effect. In the conventional solar cell stack, a thin perovskite layer
is usually buried between charge selective layers, making it very challenging to probe its properties.
Here, we fabricated a functional lateral heterojunction device, which consists of a substrate with two
laterally arranged selective contacts (TiOx as an electron transport layer and NiOx as a hole transport
layer), onto which a continuous perovskite layer is deposited. Taking advantage of now exposed
perovskite surface, we used a series of surface sensitive techniques and advanced optical
characterisation techniques, such as photoemission spectroscopy, X-ray absorption spectroscopy,
Kelvin force probe microscopy, and hyperspectral imaging, to measure how substrate selectivity is
affecting the optoelectronic properties of the perovskite.
We find evidence suggesting that the contact selectivity is inducing a carrier concentration gradient in
the perovskite layer across the junction connected to the functionality of the lateral device. Furthermore,
we are able to show, that by varying selectivity of the contacts through different oxidation levels we
can alter the magnitude of this gradient, which in turn influences built in potential within the sample
and hence the device performance.
This study provides a baseline for tailoring the selectivity of the contact materials for enhancing
performance of perovskite solar cells and opening an avenue for new device architectures including
buried cells terminals.
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